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We have developed information to support distribution 

businesses in decision making for the future

Global Insights for energy 

distribution shares research 

we have undertaken on 

customer trends, supporting 

technology advances and 

case studies from around the 

globe.  It finishes with points of 

view on the E&U sector from 

some of our Cordence 

member firms

Why

Global Insights Commercial 
Opportunities

Ring Fencing

What How

The non-regulated 

commercial opportunities 

deck outlines potential 

opportunities distribution 

businesses can pursue to 

increase non-regulated 

revenue

The ring fencing deck 

outlines the changes 

required from the policy and 

what this means for 

distribution businesses
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Context and objectives

• Litmus Group is a division of PPB Advisory and a management consulting firm focussed on strategy 

execution to improve the value of its clients. It has offices across Australia and Singapore.

• Clients are asking about insights globally across Distribution businesses, to gain an understanding of how 

these businesses are responding to customer demands, new technologies and business challenges 

across geographies. 

• Identification of key customer trends impacting the energy distribution businesses globally.

• Technological innovations adopted in response to the above trends. 

• Assessment of key customer trends across the U.S East Coast, Texas, Netherlands, Spain and Middle 

East

• Case studies highlighting the use of technological innovation related to the distribution businesses.
Objectives

Background
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Global Electricity Distribution 

and Transmission Market 
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There is increasing investment in transmission 

and distribution infrastructure globally

Global Electricity Transmission and Distribution Infrastructure 

Investment  ($ Bn)

Snapshot of country-wise investment in infrastructure

282

351

2016 2026

CAGR: 2.2% 

France

Investment of ~ $1 Bn per year in T&D infrastructure with a focus on 

renewable energy. 

U.S

Investment of ~ $20 Bn per year in T&D infrastructure network.

• The global transmission and distribution infrastructure market is estimated at around $282 Bn in annual investment in 2016, which is

estimated to increase at a CAGR of 2.2% by 2026 to $351 Bn. Increasing electricity demand globally and electricity generation capacity

additions are primary drivers for this growing demand. Further, the increase in demand is largely skewed to emerging economies which

are in need for electricity transmission and distribution equipment.

• This includes investment in traditional infrastructure (transmission and distribution substations and power lines) and smart infrastructure

(distribution automation), and replacement equipment. Traditional infrastructure accounts for 92% of new investment.

• Investment in smart infrastructure is estimated to increase at a CAGR of 17% of infrastructure spending by 2026.

• Infrastructure investment is critical due to growing electricity demand, aging assets and new power generation projects, including

intermittent renewable resources that are straining the grid.

Network investment annually is forecast at $1 billion AUD for transmission 

networks and $4.8 billion AUD for distribution networks. Determinations 

made since 2012 assessed efficient investment requirements that are 

25 per cent lower, on average, than levels in previous periods. Weakening 

industrial and residential energy use, along with less stringent reliability 

obligations on the network businesses, have led networks to reduce planned 

network investment and defer other projects.

AUS
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Investment in traditional business model for 

energy and utilities remains high

80% of budgets are currently directed towards maintenance and optimisation of the existing grid and assets, this can be 

attributed to a variety of reasons, highlighted below.

Uncertain Regulatory Environment

Regulators must assess the prudence and efficiency of long-lived, capital-intensive utility investments, which forces regulators to manage 

uncertainty about future technological change and demand for network services. Regulators must achieve a balance of efficiency 

incentives all while preserving incentives for quality of service and loss reduction. This creates an environment where investing in existing 

technology is a known quantity and investing in emerging technology present a non compliance regulatory risk.

Replacing Ageing Infrastructure

Management of ageing infrastructure has been widely recognised as one of the major challenges in the industry. Incorporation of new 

technology, managing the exponential growth in energy demand, greater demands of customers on providers are all factors contributing 

to the need of constant high investment.

Grid Interconnection with Renewable Energy Sources

The increased use of renewable energy sources is a key component of national energy policies. In fact, more than 140 countries 

currently have renewable energy targets in place, in Australia investor appetite in renewable energy generation rose to 50% in 2016 

(36% prior). The integration of a significant share of variable renewables into power grids requires a substantial transformation of the 

existing networks in order to allow for bi-directional flow of energy, efficient demand and grid management mechanisms, improved

interconnection of grids and the introduction of new technology, processes and energy storage capabilities.

Inclusion of Smart Meters

Facing pressures to ensure reliable supply, reduced costs, efficient energy management and a more informed customer base service

providers have been investing significantly in ensuring that they are able to meet these requirements by investing in Smart Meters.

Ensuring Greater System Reliability

The growing demand for energy puts pressure on existing assets. Service providers face a constant challenge of ensuring that they are 

able to provide a reliable flow of energy to meet the increasing demand on the existing assets.
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Efficiency driven through improved workforce 

mobility initiatives

Effective mobility can have a range of benefits, provide customers with better response times to customers and an improved experience, 

improved data quality and availability, greater field and operational efficiency and enhanced reliability of equipment and processes.

Opportunities for Mobile Enablement

Smart Network

Connected Workforce

Lean Inventory

• Outage management

• Line, substation inspections & 

maintenance 

• Work scheduling

• Vehicle maintenance

• Inventory management 

• Equipment installation

Distribution

Smart Metering

Effective Preventive Maintenance

• Outage management & repair

• Line and pole inspections 

• Inventory management 

• Vehicle maintenance 

• Meter management 

• Construction 

Customer

Enhance Customer Experience

Retain Customers

• View service details

• View outage information

• Update account information

• Receive alerts 

• Access and pay bills 

• Report problems
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Workforce Management is set to present a real 

challenge to companies in the not so distant 

future

Utilities value a high quality workforce, this area is set to present a significant challenge to utilities in the future as it is an ageing 

‘asset’ that is not easily replaced and few companies are as yet well positioned to meet this growing challenge successfully. In the 

U.S. over 30% of Utility workers are within 5 years of retirement and the rate at which they are applicable for retirement is increasing.

Issues Measures

• Large percentage of the highly skilled workforce set 

to retire in the next 5 years

• High industry labour costs that are trending upwards

• High turnover amongst the next generation of utility 

field service professionals creating a talent gap 

between the experienced ageing workforce and 

those meant to replace them

• Keeping knowledge fresh in a dynamic environment 

that is experiencing significant change

• Executive leadership recognition of the issue and expression of urgency towards 

addressing it

• Recognition of HR as a strategic partner to develop new strategies geared towards 

a systematic approach to retaining core know-how and finding effective ways of 

transmitting knowledge to the next generation 

• Improved succession and workforce planning to equip employees to take on and 

carry forward the roles of the predecessors in a rapidly changing landscape

• Shift the hiring process; use non traditional methods to find and assess new talent 

and determine retention drivers for the younger generation

• A strategic shift towards the utilization of mobile tools and technology that the 

younger generation expect to have available 

• Matching the right tools to the right worker through the adoption of mobile 

technologies in a time where the younger generation has a greater degree of 

familiarity and comfort with adopting new tech

• Emphasis on the organisation’s value proposition provided to the younger 

generation and use channels that appeal them

• Rethinking the workplace model and fostering an environment where young 

employees are empowered to immediately contribute
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Customer Trends Impacting 

Distribution Businesses
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On-going trends: Summary

Trend Challenges / Issues Conclusion

Consumer Control Over Energy 

Supply-demand

Electricity distribution costs up to 

55% of household Utility bills

Consumers are increasing their involvement in electricity 

supply and demand via distributed energy resources (DERs)

Customer Engagement Rising electricity costs

There has been an increase in usage of energy efficient 

appliances and customers’ direct participation in electricity 

generation from renewable sources

Renewable Energy
Changes in the age-old perception of 

renewable energy

Solar energy is reaching grid parity in some geographies, 

making usage rates more competitive compared with

traditional sources of energy

Grid Defection Consumers are going off-grid
There is an increased adoption of solar rooftop systems and 

energy storage technologies

Energy Storage
High tariffs during peak electricity 

consumption period

The advent of battery storage technology is benefiting 

consumers during peak tariff period

Energy Efficiency

Consumer consciousness is 

increasing about electricity efficient 

devices

Increase in adoption of energy efficient appliances such as 

smart lighting, sealing duct leaks, insulating walls and ceilings.

Paris Climate Agreement
Growing climate threat due to 

greenhouse gas emissions 

Initiatives taken towards lowering carbon emission such as 

Global Geothermal Alliance (GGA) , International Solar 

Alliance (ISA), 300GW Renewable Initiative in Africa

Environmental Awareness

Global warming due to CO2

emissions on account of fossil fuel 

combustion

Countries have set up a targets to increase electricity 

generation from renewable sources
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Customers are more engaged in the electricity 

value chain

• Globally, electricity distribution costs represent around 22-25% of the household electricity bill. As 

distribution costs are rising, customers are seeking to gain control over their individual energy supply 

and demand needs rather than depending on the grid for their supply. There is also an increasing trend 

towards distributed generation on the grid network, due to technological changes and  economies of 

scale which in turn is driving down electricity costs. (Distributed generation is the  generation of electricity by a 

variety of small, grid-connected devices referred to as distributed energy resources (DER). These small-scale 

technologies often consist of modular generators or renewable energy generators and generate electricity at low-cost 

with high reliability).

Consumers eager to gain 

control over energy supply 

and demand

• There is an increasing trend of higher customer engagement in the energy sector. Rising electricity 

costs are directly influencing the manner in which customers manage their household bills. Customers 

are adopting energy efficient appliances, electric vehicles and  smarter homes. Further, technological 

changes in electricity generation and  distribution is changing the manner in which customers 

participate in the energy demand and supply chain. planning pertaining to the demand  and supply in 

the industry . The energy generation by individuals using renewable energy is also contributing to the 

supply side within the industry. Such level of direct consumer participation is necessitating utility 

companies’ 

Evolving Customer 

Engagement

• Renewable energy sources such as wind and solar are breaking the age-old belief of non-viability and 

are becoming more cost-effective alongside traditional generation technologies. In many regions 

globally such as Germany, California, U.S, Dubai solar energy at the utility scale have reached grid 

parity and is more cost competitive than traditional generation sources. In July 2015, NV Energy, U.S  

signed a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with a utility-scale solar facility by First Solar. Similarly, 

Austin Energy, Texas, U.S, signed a PPA for 1.2 GW of solar.

Increasing acceptance 

of renewable energy sources

On-going trends
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Competitive pricing of renewable energy 

sources is leading to grid defection

• Utility companies globally are battling to deal with load or grid defection, (i.e. customers going off-grid) 

as consumers bypass local utility service providers for their individual electricity requirements. This is 

mainly due to rapid proliferation of rooftop solar. With rooftop solar penetration gaining popularity, 

demand-side management and energy storage technologies are enabling consumers to transition 

electricity demand to the grid when electric prices are lower. 

• For instance in the Netherlands, the concept of a high-tech farm village is being developed by ReGen

Villages on the outskirts of Amsterdam. ReGen plans to expand the concept in Sweden, Norway, 

Denmark, and Germany going forward. The concept revolves around a  self-reliant and sustainable 

village, growing its own food, generating its energy requirement, managing waste locally, and recycling 

water. The village is a 100% off-grid community i.e. they will be use their own technology to meet their 

daily needs.

On-going trends

Load defection / 

Grid defection
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Energy storage and energy efficiency are 

upcoming trends in the sector 

• The concept of ‘energy storage’ is gaining momentum across the energy sector due to battery storage 

technology becoming more viable to mass adoption as its costs fall. As this technology becomes 

commercially viable, customers will benefit from combining solar PV generation and storage, especially 

during peak tariff periods, potentially providing an added burden on rising electricity costs.
Changing customer 

preference towards energy 

storage applications

• The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates a $221 billion spend on energy efficiency globally in 

2015, a 6% y-o-y increase. The spend on energy efficiency takes the form of smart lighting installation, 

sealing duct leaks, insulating walls and ceilings and enabling efficiency in operation of climate control 

systems. Further, a $200 billion annual spend on residential heating, cooling, light, appliances and 

electronics and $400 billion annual spend at commercial and institutional complexes by American 

consumers is increasing the popularity of energy efficient appliances. 

On-going trends

Consumers  are focusing on 

energy efficiency 
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Paris Climate 

Agreement 

The Paris Climate Agreement leads to global 

renewable energy initiatives

• As part of the Paris Agreement, 195 nations came together to commit  towards a common measure to 

curb their  individual greenhouse gas emissions and thus curtail climate changes. The main objective of 

the agreement is to keep global temperatures from rising more than 2 degree Celsius.  Unlike earlier 

climate agreements which have followed a ‘top-down approach’, whereby countries are given targets 

and timetables for reducing climate-warming carbon emissions, the Paris agreement follows a ‘bottom-

up approach’ permitting governments to come up with their own emissions reduction plans.  These 

plans will be reviewed every five years, with governments  committing to invest heavily in climate 

mitigation. 

• Some initiatives launched as positive measures towards achieving  targets:

 The Global Geothermal Alliance (GGA) aspires to achieve a 500% increase in global installed 

capacity for geothermal power generation and a 200% increase in geothermal heating by 2030.  This 

alliance includes a coalition of 38 countries and over 20 development and industry partners.

 The International Solar Alliance (ISA) aims at aligning over 120 countries with solar potential to 

undertake innovative and consolidated efforts for reducing the cost of technology with respect to 

solar energy.

 Africa launched a 300GW Renewable initiative supported by regional initiatives such as The Africa 

Renewable Energy Initiative (AREI) and The Africa Clean Energy Corridor. 

• Other Climate commitments signed during the Paris Agreement

 116 companies signed on to strict Science Based Targets for reducing emissions. 

 The Breakthrough Energy Coalition lead by Bill Gates committed to make investment in energy 

technology.

 India’s International Solar Alliance of over 120 countries will pave the way for booming solar energy 

with significant investments.
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Renewable energy policies support efforts to 

increase environmental awareness (1/2)

Around 40% of global CO2 emissions emerge from the energy sector, through the combustion of fossil 

fuels. Burning of these fuels leads to the generation of CO2 (greenhouse gas) responsible for global 

warming. With increasing awareness on the threat to the environment, consumers are turning to more 

environmentally friendly methods of energy generation, primarily from renewable energy sources. For 

instance, China developed a ‘carbon intensity’ target to reduce carbon emissions per unit of Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP). Nations across the globe are similarly drafting and laying emphasis on 

renewable energy policies.

Upcoming trends

Environmental 

awareness

Country Renewable Energy Policy
Renewable

Energy Target

USA

Obama’s All-of-the-Above Energy Strategy is focused on making America more energy independent. 

Reducing dependence on foreign oil, safe and responsible domestic oil and gas production, carbon 

capture and sequestration technologies, energy efficiency and developing clean fuels are key aspects 

of the policy. The Trump government, on the contrary is expected to emphasise the use of 

conventional sources - coal and shale gas due its availability and affordability. 

20% RE 

generation by 2025

European 

Union 

The Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC established RE targets across the EU. In addition, 

member states are need to obtain 10% of transport fuel from RE sources. The directive lays down the 

mechanisms member states can apply in order to achieved their targets.

27% RE 

generation by 2030

Colombia

Law 697 of 2001 promotes the rational and efficient use of energy and the use of alternate energy 

sources. The policy declares the use of energy as a social, public and national interest matter. With a 

60% RE generation target, the government is developing policy guidelines to promote investment in 

renewable energy projects.

60% RE 

generation by 2050
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Renewable energy policies support efforts to 

increase environmental awareness (2/2) 

Upcoming trends

Country Renewable Energy Policy
Renewable 

Energy Target

Chile

National Energy Strategy 2012-2030 ‘ Energy for the Future’ outlines the priority areas the 

government will focus on to make the energy sector cost-effective and energy efficient. 
70% RE 

generation by 2050

Australia

The Renewable Energy Target (RET) scheme outlines the large-scale generation of 33,000 GWh by 

2020 ; The Small-Scale Renewable Energy Scheme (SRES) creates a financial incentive for 

individuals and small businesses to install eligible small-scale renewable energy systems [solar panel,

wind systems, hydro systems]; The Large-Scale Renewable Energy Target creates financial incentive 

for the establishment and growth of RE power stations such as wind and solar farms, hydro-electric 

power stations through the creation of large-scale generation certificates.

50% RE 

generation by 2030

Thailand

The Renewable and Alternative Energy Development  Plan 2012-2021, lays down six strategies to 

achieve targets: promoting collaboration, adjusting incentive measures on investment, amending laws 

in favour of RE development, improving energy infrastructure, developing public relations, promoting 

R&D in the sector. 

30% RE 

generation by 2036
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On-going technological innovations: Summary

Technological Innovations Challenges / Issues Conclusion

Smart grid technologies

Improvement of efficiency, reliability and 

sustainability of electricity production and 

distribution

Increase in usage of smart technologies such as 

monitoring technologies, advanced metering 

infrastructure, sensors, security systems are being used

Distributed Energy Resources

(DERs)

The existing rate structure of DERs is high Utility companies are altering DER rate structures to a 

more equitable rate

Mass Data Management

Increased volume of data generation due 

to technology implementation

The use of analytics tools interpret the data derived from 

tool like smart meters to effectively manage energy flow 

and assets

Distribution automation

Reduction of physical operator 

intervention

Distribution automation creates the ability to make real 

time adjustments to changing loads, generation, failure 

conditions and facilitates predictive maintenance of 

assets.

Energy storage

There exists volatility in electricity 

generation

Grid scale batteries are being used as a reliable 

alternative to power generation specially in the event of 

power outages

Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

services

Increased interaction with AI tech for 

emerging applications, solution providers 

and the broader trend of new energy 

technologies

AI will be required to balance grids, manage demand, 

manage assets, enable self-healing and facilitate a host 

of new products and services emerging as the industry 

landscape changes

Cyber security

Advanced power management 

technologies have exposed the grid to 

cyber attacks

Measures such as creation of Cyber Maturity and 

Response Frameworks, best practice sharing for capacity 

and crisis management are being taken towards cyber 

security protection

Summary
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On-going technological innovations: Summary

Technological Innovations Challenges / Issues Conclusion

Microgrids and Virtual Power 

Plants

The technology proposed to change the 

power generation and transmission 

business model

The emergent of bi-directional network dominated by 

Distributed Power Generation (DPG) is gaining 

popularity

Grid management software
Challenges relating to variability in 

electricity generation and its demand

The software assists in grid management and optimal 

grid performance

Social media automated 

messaging

To achieve cost and time optimisation Services rendered include automated and direct 

communication regarding bill payments, power 

outages

Summary
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Smart grids continue to be developed globally 

with differing levels of maturity

• A smart grid is an electrical grid that uses communications technology to gather information about 

consumer/supplier behaviour, asset performance and distribution of energy demand in an automated 

fashion to improve the efficiency, reliability and sustainability of production and distribution of electricity.

• The energy sector is plagued with challenges related to infrastructure issues, demand management, 

integrating storage devices and managing volatility in power generation. The adoption of smart grid 

technologies allows businesses to overcome such challenges. This will enable grid components to be 

monitored, controlled and managed in a smart mode. Following are some technology examples: 

 Monitoring technologies - Distribution management systems, energy management systems, outage 

management systems are being implemented to monitor and control grid and its components.

 Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) - An electronic measurement device used by companies to 

communicate information which informs customer billing, electric system operation. 

 Sensors – Devices that monitor grid infrastructure and distribution system

 Security systems - security solutions which help maintain confidentiality, availability and integrity of 

information.

• Utility companies are acknowledging the larger roles that DER’s will play in the future of the industry, 

considerations for cost-allocation and compensation levels for DER’s are being addressed in addition to 

ratemaking mechanisms, thereby increasing opportunities for DER’s to be included in ways that drive 

value for customers on a local system.

On-going technological innovations

Valuing distributed energy  

resources 

(DERs)

Adoption of smart grid 

technologies
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Deployment of analytic tools will help 

distribution businesses optimise resource 

usage 

• With the incorporation of sensor technology, location technology and asset management technology the 

type and the volume of data generated by utility companies is enormous. This data can help distributors 

solve key business problems if analysed properly. To analyse this data  companies are deploying smart 

analytics to facilitate enterprise-wide actionable information. Such analytic tools provide utility 

companies cross functional support and an integrated platform for deployment of business intelligence.

• Analytic tools will enable utility companies in improving operations, optimising capital deployment (by 

identifying the most efficient ways to reduce risk), preventing outages through more accurate 

predictions about when to replace failing equipment, improving outage response through situational 

awareness, aid in understanding customers their energy usage and accordingly design new products 

and services.

• Smart analytics provide utility companies with improved interfaces in the form of interactive dashboards, 

reports, ad hoc query tools. It enhances the ability to analyse and understand customer usage patterns 

and educate them on the environmental impact of their electricity usage. uLDM developed by Teradata 

specifically for utility companies ensures data accessibility and comprehensive documentation thus 

resulting in time and cost savings. Oracle, IBM, SAS, EMC, SAP, Siemens are other players operating 

in this industry.

Analytic tools to facilitate 

enterprise-wide actionable 

information 

On-going technological innovations
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Volatility can be managed through storage 

while customers leverage artificial intelligence 

services to manage their energy usage

• With the inclusion of distribution automation, companies will be able to make real-time adjustments to 

changing loads, generation and failure conditions of the distribution system without operator 

intervention. The system will support local power grids and ease the load across long-distance 

transmission lines. Inclusion of distribution 

automation 

Energy storage

• Utility companies are facing an increasing demand from customers to provide artificial intelligence (AI) 

services in order to simplify and enhance interaction with customers. Companies currently engage with 

customers via channels such as phone, text, and email. However, opting in for AI services will increase 

customer flexibility with consumers gaining access to platforms including in-home display systems and 

web portals. The growth of smart homes (i.e. homes powered by IoT devices), will result in the 

development and integration of new smart home devices and technologies which utilities will include in 

business models - allowing consumers to access information such as power restoration times, how 

much energy an appliance is using or how much money is left on their pre-paid accounts.

Provision of AI services to 

customers

Upcoming technological innovations

• Energy storage systems allows efficient functioning of electrical system, which helps in improving 

efficiency, reducing electricity cost and less emissions. Also in the event of power outages, 

batteries/storage systems present itself as a reliable alternative to power generation. 

• Advancement in energy storage systems will further improve the efficiency of electrical systems. Also it  

will play a critical role in the expansion of renewable energy systems. 

• Companies across the globe are conducting R&D to develop more advanced energy storage systems 

to further increase efficiency and reduce cost. Most developments are taking place in the lithium family 

of batteries such as lithium-air, lithium-sodium, lithium-metal, and solid-state lithium-ion technologies. 

However, significant effort is also made in identifying new material.
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Cyber Security, Microgrids and Virtual Power 

Plants are future trends in the sector

Upcoming technological innovations

• Business models have historically operated on a top-down approach (i.e. Utility selling to consumers). 

However, this trend is reversing and a bottom-up model of a bi-directional network dominated by 

Distributed Power Generation (DPG) and consumers are becoming popular. The implementation of 

Microgrids (MG) and Virtual Power Plants (VPP) will be the key to integrate DPG into the network 

effectively.

 MG is an energy system comprising of interconnected loads, distributed energy resources, 

consumers and an optional storage that acts as a single controllable entity with respect to the grid.

 VPP on the other hand is a modelling concept that aggregates supply, load and distribution capacity 

within a specific area. DPG is an option where power is generated and transferred to the grid using 

smaller non-utility entities such as residential rooftop solar or wind. . 

Microgrids and Virtual Power 

Plants

• The grid is being modernised through use of advanced power management technologies and has 

increased interconnections and the ability to interact remotely. This has exposed distributors to the 

threat of cyber attack. In order to combat cyber attacks, these technologies require more intensive 

cyber security protection. 

• Companies are working on four key areas to fight cyber threat:

− Strengthening energy sector cyber security preparedness

− Coordinating cyber incident response and recovery

− Accelerating research, development and demonstration of resilient energy delivery systems

− Evaluation of IOT and SCADA upgrades with a ‘security first mind-set

Cyber security 
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Software brings the potential to automate grid 

management and interact with customers

Upcoming technological innovations

Source: Aranca Analysis and  Desk Research

• Currently, utility companies are challenged with the variability in generation and the demand for 

electricity. Companies are looking for software to enable the management of the grid to ensure quick 

responses and optimal grid performance. Software for 

grid management

• This platform enables companies to reduce expenses incurred in operation of call centres and call 

centre time. Utility providers are trending towards increasing the use of automated social media direct 

messaging to inform customers about outages and status of bill payments. 
Social media automated 

messaging 
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Texas: Transmission & Distribution Market

Texas U.S East Coast Netherlands Spain Middle-East

Transmission and Distribution Utilities

• The  Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) administrates the Texas 

electricity grid and controls around 75% of the state electricity market.

• The remainder 25%, is administered by Midcontinent Independent System 

Operator (MISO), Southwest Power Pool (SPP), Western Electricity 

Coordinating Council (WECC).

• The Transmission and Distribution Service Provider (TDSP) is responsible for 

transmission and distribution of electricity service across residential and 

commercial areas. 

• There are 5 TDSP’s in Texas, Centerpoint, Oncor, Texas New Mexico Power, 

AEP North, AEP Central.

Texas: Transmission & Distribution Market

• Lithium-Ion batteries : 

o A Li-ion battery is a type of rechargeable battery that is deployed in energy-storage applications for the provision of grid ancillary services. 

• AMI / Smart meters : 

o AMI is an integrated system of smart meters, communications networks, and data management systems that provide utility companies with real-

time data about power consumption and enable customers to make informed choices on energy usage based prices at the time of usage. 

o A smart meter records consumption of electricity and communicates the same to the utility company as part of its ongoing monitoring activity. 

• Power Alert Service (PAS): 

o The primary purpose of PAS is to make information available to the customers with power outages, or with a potential risk of power outages. 

o It provides customers with two critical details: i) awareness of power outage and   ii) estimated time of restoration of power.

Some innovations being adopted 
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Texas: Technological innovation (1/2) 

Texas U.S East Coast Netherlands Spain Middle-East

Partnership with Accenture and SAP to Develop Asset Analytics 

Solution

• Accenture and SAP were appointed by Centre Point Energy to assist 

the company in developing and implementing a solution which will 

enable integration of information technology (IT) with operational 

technology (OT). 

• The solution will combine business data (IT) with sensor data (OT) 

including external feeds on the SAP HANA cloud platform. 

Power Alert Service (PAS)

• The PAS is an add-on to the smart grid technology, wherein the 

software  automatically notifies consumers via SMS text, e-mail or 

phone call about a power outage or related issues. 

• It also includes estimates of the time taken for power restoration and 

updates about maintenance process.

Center Point Energy

Installation of lithium-ion batteries

• AEP Texas North Company is proposing the installation of lithium-

ion battery in Woodson and Paint Rock to increase the reliability of 

its distribution system. 

• The location identified will benefit from system upgrades with the 

cost of installation estimated to relatively economical solutions.

Deployment of AMI meters

• AEP Texas has deployed 1 million AMI meters as part of a US$308 

million project. 

• Additionally, Distribution Automation Circuit Reconfiguration (DACR) 

is in the process of being deployed on select circuits.

AEP completed the Energised Reconductor project in South Texas 

(2015)

• Eased dependency on transmission lines and addressed future load 

growth issues through the use of innovative technologies.  Also  

reduced vulnerability of energy supply in Lower Rio Grande Valley. 

AEP Texas

TNMP SmartSynch residential smart meters

• TNMP undertook the deployment of smart metering solutions across Texas in 2015 in collaboration with SmartSynch’s Residential Smart Meter 

solution 

• The deployment supported the collection of billing reads, remote service connect/disconnect capabilities and real-time event alarm notification.

• The deployment includes 230,000 meters 

Texas New Mexico Power (TNMP)
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Texas: Technological innovation (2/2) 

Texas U.S East Coast Netherlands Spain Middle-East

Partnership with Grid21 to promote the Biggest Energy Saver Campaign

• The Partnership with Grid21 promotes the use of tools and technologies to achieve better management of electricity consumption. 

• The Biggest Energy Saver Campaign encourages the use of smart meter technology to educate customers about their energy 

consumption pattern and related costs. 

Oncor, S&C and Schneider Electric Complete a Unique Four-Part Microgrid

• S&C Electric Company, Schneider Electric and Oncor launched an advanced microgrid in Lancaster, Texas. 

• The system design enables seamless integration of energy storage and renewable energy resources supported with hardware and 

software technologies.  

Installation of the advanced ABB technology, to maintain grid reliability and improve environment 

• In 2008, Oncor announced the installation of Static Var Compensators (SVC’s) in North Texas. 

• Makes use of ABB’s technology to help maintain grid reliability along with improvement in the environment. 

• SVCs are an innovative “no wires” solution to improve the environment while maintaining an uninterrupted flow of electricity.

Enhancement and upgrading the existing microgrid

• Oncor appointed Greensmith as the software provider for its microgrid facility in Dallas. 

• The software upgrade and installation demonstrates the value of leveraging Greensmith’s software (GEMS) platform. 

• GEMS integrates Oncor’s microgrid assets and monitors and facilitates performance of complex grid applications supporting power 

quality and energy availability.

Oncor Electric Delivery 
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U.S East Coast: Transmission & Distribution Market

Texas U.S East Coast Netherlands Spain Middle-East

Transmission and Distribution Utilities

• U.S East Coast consists of Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Maine, 

Massachusetts, Maryland, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North and 

South Carolina, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Virginia and West Virginia.  

• The region is equipped with around 1,858 electric power plants accounting for 

around 30% of the entire U.S. 

• The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC) administrates the 

Pennsylvania  electricity grid and has jurisdiction over 11 electric distribution 

companies which serve the majority of the population. 

• Florida Public Power comprises of municipal utilities, cooperatives, and 

investor-owned utilities. 

U.S East Coast : Transmission & Distribution Market

Battery Storage Power Plant: 

• The power plant makes use of batteries on an electrochemical basis for energy storage. 

• Such storage plants cover peak load and facilitate networks with insufficient power and grid stabilisation.

Microgrid:  

• A microgrid is a discrete energy system consisting of distributed energy sources and loads capable of operating in parallel but independent from the 

main power grid. 

• Microgrids ensure local, reliable, and affordable energy security for urban and rural communities, alongside providing solutions for commercial, 

industrial, and federal government consumers.

Some innovations being adopted 
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U.S. East Coast: Technological innovation 

Greensmith grid connection of a 20MW / 80 MWh 

storage system

• Greensmith has installed the first of its kind storage 

system at the AltaGas Pomona Energy Facility 

California.

• This will store up to 80MWh of energy. 

• The storage system uses Greensmith’s GEMS5 

software platform with additional grid operations.

Greensmith Energy collaborated with E.ON

• Greensmith collaborated with E.ON North America to 

work on a grid-scale energy storage system. 

• The system will use Lithium-ion battery technology to 

provide two 9.9 MW short duration energy storage 

projects.

Greensmith Energy Management Systems 

Duke Energy solar and battery storage project to power facility in 

National Park

• Intention to install a micro grid, powered by renewable energy to 

serve remote communications tower in the Great Smoky Mountains 

National Park.

• As the tower provides emergency communications for the park, the 

ability to operate independently from the energy grid is paramount. 

• Combination of a 10 KW solar installation with a Fluidic 95-kilowatt-

hour zinc-air battery to provide all energy needs for the tower.

Duke Energy and Schneider Electric to deliver two advanced 

micro grids

• A partnership to serve the Public Safety Headquarters and 

Commercial Facility in Montgomery County, Maryland.

• Micro grids include power system upgrades and advanced controls. 

• Ensure reliability, power efficiency, and improve resiliency.

Duke Energy to connect pilot Mount Holly micro grids to its 

distribution systems 

• The company intends to connect the micro grid built in Mount Holly 

Research and Development Lab to its distribution grid. 

• The micro grid will be used to regulate voltage and improve power 

quality on the Rankin Substation circuit in Mount Holly.

Duke Energy

Texas U.S East Coast Netherlands Spain Middle-East
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Netherlands: Transmission & Distribution Market

Texas U.S East Coast Netherlands Spain Middle-East

Transmission and Distribution Utilities

• The Netherlands opted for a system of full ownership unbundling, which is 

designed to completely split generators from network owners.  TenneT is the 

single national electricity Transmission System Operator (TSO) and is 

controlled and owned by the Dutch state.

• The electricity distribution network is operated by 8 distribution companies, 

through concession agreements.  Enexis, Liander, Delta and Stedin manage 

more than 90% of the distribution network in terms of connections.

Netherlands : Transmission & Distribution Market

Smart Meters: 

• A smart meter is an electronic device that records consumption of electricity by indicating energy consumption and corresponding price in real time 

and communicates the same to the utility as part of its ongoing monitoring activity. 

Microgrid:  

• A microgrid is a discrete energy system consisting of distributed energy sources and loads capable of operating in parallel but independent from the 

main power grid. 

• Microgrids ensure local, reliable, and affordable energy security for urban and rural communities, alongside providing solutions for commercial, 

industrial, and federal government consumers.

Some innovations being adopted 
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Netherlands: Technological innovation 

Smart Meter installation

• Landis+Gyr has been awarded a contract by distribution grid 

operators: Liander, Stedin, DELTA Netwerkbedrijf and Westland 

Infra for the supply of 3 million smart meters in the Netherlands. 

• Meters will be rolled out in the time period from 2016 – 2020. 

• The schedule is in line with the commitment of providing smart 

meters to households in the Netherlands before 2021. 

Liander, Stedin, DELTA Netwerkbedrijfand Westland Infra

Contract to install €235 million smart meters

• Iskraemeco won the contract for the deployment of 1.6 million smart 

meters until 2020. 

• The contract includes development, testing, production and delivery 

of smart electricity and smart meters to four Dutch utilities.

Iskraemeco

Micro grid by Liander in Zutphen

• Grid operator Liander has installed a semi-autonomous power 

supply at the Bronsbergen holiday resort. 

• The project is financed by Liander and the European Union. 

• The power grid supplies solar energy to around 100 holiday homes, 

with the balance unused energy being stored in batteries. 

• The grid is tested to operate efficiently with respect to maintaining 

voltage levels, voltage quality and switching automatically to the 

electricity grid, thereby minimising grid losses. 

Liander

PowerMatching City: Smart Grid project

• PowerMatching City is a smart grid pilot project initiated in 2009 in 

Hoogkerk in Groningen developed by the Energy research Centre of 

the Netherlands (ECN) 

• 25 households have been virtually connected with each other 

wherein electricity is consumed as well as generated. 

• The PowerMatcher enables  demand and supply matching in the 

smart grid and thus automatically initiates the operation of electronic 

gadgets in a situation of surplus source of renewable energy. 

• The project also assesses how smart grids can enable utility 

companies to support meter reading and invoicing. 

PowerMatching City

Texas U.S East Coast Netherlands Spain Middle-East
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Spain: Transmission & Distribution Market

Texas U.S East Coast Netherlands Spain Middle-East

Transmission and Distribution Utilities

• Red Eléctrica de España (REE) is the electricity system operator in Spain and 

the sole transmission company in the country.

• It is responsible for the technical management of the Spanish electricity 

system including developing the high voltage network to guarantee electricity 

supply, proper coordination between the supply and transmission system and  

the management of international electricity flows.

• Distribution companies in Spain do not supply electricity directly to customers, 

however, there are suppliers who supply electricity to customers.

• There are two types of suppliers, liberalised suppliers, who are free to set a 

price for their consumers and last resort suppliers, appointed by the Spanish 

government who supply electricity at a regulated tariff set by the Spanish 

government to last resort consumers.

Spain : Transmission & Distribution Market

Smart Grids: 

o A smart grid is an electrical grid that uses communications technology to gather information, such as data about the behaviour of suppliers and 

consumers.

o It is in an automated fashion to improve the efficiency, reliability, economics, and sustainability of the production and distribution of electricity.

Remote Grid Management and Automation Systems :  

o This initiative helps up-gradation of all meters by converting them into smart meters. 

o It also includes adaptation of transformer sub stations in such a way that they incorporate remote management, monitoring and automation 

capabilities in order to improve efficiency and save costs

Some innovations being adopted 
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Spain: Technological innovation

Texas U.S East Coast Netherlands Spain Middle-East

Iberdrola’s STAR PROJECT: Grid remote management and 

automation system

• The STAR Project is the name given to an initiative of the Iberdrola

Group that aims to transform technology in the field of smart grids.

• The project is a complex energy distribution system that combines 

traditional installations with modern monitoring technologies and 

information and telecommunications systems.

MATUSALEN, SILECTRIC, and TABON projects

• MATUSALEN - This project  is mainly for  developing  a  tool  to  

ascertain  the  ageing  of  medium-voltage  cables  in  underground  

lines.

• SILECTRIC – This project focuses on developing insulators for   

overhead lines and high-voltage switchgear.

• TABON – This project is to develop a technology for verifying and 

inspecting the earthing connections on overhead lines.

Iberdrola Distribution

Endesa Distribution has initiated work on the smart power grid 

project

• Endesa Distribution intends to develop new solutions that enable 

power substations to be digitally enabled in order to improve the 

efficiency and safety of the facilities.

• Endesa Distribution, Schneider Electric and Integrasys have 

collaborated for this initiative, which focuses on the use of an IP 

network, wireless communications and the internet of things to 

obtain a “predictive" maintenance tool to remotely manage power 

substations.

• This project, also called the 3S CS project, is co-funded by the 

Centre for the Development of Industrial Technology, the Regional 

Government of Andalusia and the EU ERDF Funds. It also forms 

part of the Interconnect program and it is endorsed by the Ministry of 

Economy and Competitiveness.

Endesa is developing a plan to replace all meters for customers 

with Smart Meters

Smart meters enable carrying out operations (e.g. reading electricity 

consumption) remotely through the development of a state-of-the-art 

communications system between smart meters and the electricity 

company.

Endesa Distribution
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Middle-East: Transmission & Distribution Market

Texas U.S East Coast Netherlands Spain Middle-East

Transmission and Distribution Utilities

• UAE; The  generation,  transmission  and  distribution  is  dominated by three 

water and power authorities owned by each of the individual emirates of 

Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Sharjah.

• Dubai Electricity & Water Authority is the sole operator of the transmission 

system in the Dubai emirate of UAE.

• Saudi Arabia: The Saudi Electricity Company enjoys a monopoly on the 

generation, transmission and distribution of electricity in Saudi Arabia.

• Egypt: The Egyptian Electricity Transmission Company is the sole operator of 

the government owned transmission system in Egypt.

• Turkey: TÜRKİYE ELEKTRİK İLETİM A.Ş. (TEIAS) operates and controls all 

transmission activities in Turkey.

• Distribution in Turkey is managed by private companies while in the UAE there 

are different distribution companies licensed by the regulator for each Emirate.

Middle-East: Transmission & Distribution Market

• Automated Meter Reading services: Automated Meter Reading services (AMR) also called smart metering technology is expected to be used in 

order to improve the quality and speed of processing of metering data and improve billing accuracy.

• Smart Grid: It is an electrical grid that uses communications technology to gathers information, such as data about the behaviour of suppliers and 

consumers, in an automated fashion to improve the efficiency, reliability, economics, and sustainability of the production and distribution of electricity.

• Static VAr Compensator: Is used in order to stabilise power supply to remote areas and provide fast voltage support at substations.

• SCADA systems: An automation control system  that uses computers, networked data communications and graphical user interfaces for high-level 

process supervisory management.

Some innovations being adopted 
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Middle-East: Technological innovation

DEWA Smart Applications via Smart Grid and Meters project

• DEWA’s project is expected to provide various benefits and new 

applications to its customers, including automatic and detailed 

reading (both current and historical).

• For customers, installing smart meters will help them rationalise the 

consumption of electricity. 

• For the distribution company, smart meters allows them compare the 

production rate against the consumption of resources and develop 

solutions for improving efficiency.

Dubai Water & Electricity Authority (DEWA)

Egyptian Electricity Transmission Company (EETC) has engaged  

with Siemens for SCADA systems

• The contract is singed in order to install two new SCADA systems in 

Upper and Middle Egypt at Nagaa-Hamadi and Samalout

respectively.

• The system will be installed by a consortium of Siemens Egypt, 

Siemens AG, and Sumitomo who will implement the latest version of 

the SCADA-EMS (Spectrum Power 7) software.

• The US$43 million turnkey project is part of the National plan to 

expand the power network in order to stabilise the power 

transmission network in these remote areas of Egypt.

Egyptian Electricity Transmission Company

Smart grid and Smart metering in Turkey

• Turkey is in the process of charting out a roadmap for developing 

smart grids across the country.

• As part of the Smart Cities development process, the government is 

planning to develop smart grids for enabling grid automation.

• Smart meters are also planned as part of the Smart grid, but grid 

automation has been given priority over Smart metering.

Energy Market Regulatory Authority

Alstom to supply the innovative Flexible AC Transmission 

Systems (FACTS) to Saudi Arabia

• Alstom supplied Flexible AC Transmission Systems to the Saudi 

Electricity Company for its substation in Jeddah and to the Wadi

Jaleel substation in Mecca.

• The system includes an Static VAr Compensator (SVC) to the 

Jeddah substation and two capacitor banks to the Wadi Jaleel 

substation in Mecca.

• Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) help enhance Grid 

stability and power quality, maximise power flow along existing lines 

and improve steady-state and dynamic stability within the system.

Saudi Electricity Company

Texas U.S East Coast Netherlands Spain Middle-East
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Cordence Global Insights Overview

• Cordence Worldwide is a uniquely agile global management consulting 

partnership whose Member Firms help enterprise and government clients all over 

the world achieve remarkable, sustainable results.

• Cordence Worldwide’s Member Firms provide a full range of subject matter 

expertise and management consulting services to enterprise and government 

clients in a variety of industries and sectors in all major economic regions.

• Litmus Group is one of 10 Member Firms in Cordence Worldwide

• Litmus Group interviewed a number of E&U Subject Matter Experts to 

understand their point of view of what is happening across E&U businesses 

globally, their points of view are captured in the following pages. 

Purpose

Context
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The Netherlands – Cordence point of view (1/2)

Biography

Guus van Leerdam
Senior Advisor responsible for the Energy Sector at Twynstra Gudde

Guus specialises in complex investment and infrastructure issues in the energy sector. 

His experience includes:

• alternative energy: biomass plants, wind farms, osmosis, tidal and heat

• transport of energy: heat grids, CO2 systems and power connections

His areas of expertise cover:  project development, project and program management, asset management and strategic 

environmental management.

Twynstra Gudde

Twynstra Gudde (TG) has offices in The Netherlands, and they have also delivered several projects in the Benelux region. 

TG is very strong in the Public Services sector, and are famous for their work around water governance and stakeholder 

management. Outside of Public Services, TG is active in several other industries such as Energy & Utilities, Life Sciences, 

and Travel & Transportation. Their business innovation division (The Bridge) assists clients in developing and revitalising 

business activities. 

Need a new strategy to manage the expensive infrastructure asset while the market transition toward local production.

• Renewable energy is becoming more accessible to customers who are becoming self-reliant on generating the electricity off the grid

• The Netherlands is covered by an extensive High Voltage infrastructure, connected to Germany, Belgium and France

• With the transition toward local production, such expensive assets will require strategies to deal with changes in the not so distant future. 

Business Challenges
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The Netherlands – Cordence point of view (2/2)

The commercial sector is a frontrunner in using renewable energy - clients are entering power purchase agreements with energy generators to 

provide them with green energy

Consumers are becoming prosumers due to the growing demand and government policies/incentives for clean energy and the ease of access for 

consumers to generate their own electricity using solar panel and storage batteries

80% of the residential energy demand is used for heating. Virtually all houses are connected to the gas network. The use of natural gas is actively 

being downsized. 

Customer Trends

General Market Overview

Competitive edge: natural gas, off-shore wind, carbon capture and 

storage, biofuels and energy efficiency in industrial processes

Distribution: 4 publicly owned metropolitan and regional distribution 

networks for gas and electricity

Transmission: TenneT

The national electricity grid: interconnected with the UK, German, 

Norwegian grid; interconnector with Danish grid is under construction

The national gas grid: interconnected with the NordStream natural 

gas pipeline

Energy Agreement: target of strictly renewable energy generation by 

2050

Regulatory Situation, Unregulated Revenue Streams

Regulatory Situation:

The  network operators are subject to government regulation as the 

assets are owned by the government, to protect their national interest.  

However, the generation and retail sector is largely unregulated.

Electricity can be exchanged via two official electricity exchanges: the 

APX & the ICE Endex.

Unregulated Revenue Streams:

• Retailing home appliances and integrated home appliance control

• Utilisation of excess carbon dioxide

• Energy storage/ smart grids
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U.S.A. & U.K. – Cordence point of view (1/2)

Biography

Jessica Singh
Thought Leader and Knowledge Management Lead for Energy & Utilities at North Highland

• Jessica has extensive experience as a management consultant, working with large federal utilities in the corporate 

strategy and transmission sales organisation. She has provided long term strategic planning, internal and external 

stakeholder management, project management, and research and analysis support to senior executives and staff. 

• Jessica has also worked as a solar energy developer for Iberdrola Renewables and has experience working for start-up 

renewable energy companies, including founding Momentum Renewable Energy, a subsidiary of engineering firm David 

Evans and Associates.

North Highland

The largest of the Cordence Worldwide (CWW) partners in terms of employees and geographical footprint, North Highland 

has offices in 23 US cities, as well as 2 offices in the UK. They have 4 main service lines: customer experience, 

transformation, performance improvement, and technology and digital. They are active in all sectors, and activeness in  each 

sector varies by office and region. 

• The US electric grid requires major changes to reposition itself for the future challenges of distributed generation, new technologies, and national 

security in the coming decades.

• During the next 5-10 years, many utilities will lose 50% of their current workforce to retirement and cost cutting measures. Therefore facing 

increasing pressure to conduct succession planning and knowledge transfer and to transform existing recruiting, employee development, and 

workplace culture to attract and retain the next generation of workers.

• New market entrants, focused on providing products and services tied to “the internet of things”.  Based on the idea that utilities need help 

connecting their distributed assets and providing information in a common way.

• The utility is now part of a much larger ecosystem of energy solutions and utility customers have more choices than ever before about their energy 

sources and providers.  Utilities are challenged to be nimbler and think more like technology companies, and less like a traditional utility.

Business Challenges
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U.S.A. – Cordence point of view (2/2)

Consumers are bringing choice into the equation 

• US consumers face more choices than ever before about their energy suppliers, products, and services.  This could include choosing to put solar 

panels on their homes and managing energy consumption (e.g. using smarter appliances and devices to limit use), which is contributing to the flat or 

declining revenue that many utilities are seeing.

Increasing focus on the customer

• Utilities have interaction with customers less than 10 minutes annually on average and many engagements are precipitated by a negative event

• The US has seen significant interest from utilities to help them design and optimise customer experiences and engagement models

• To resonate with consumers, utilities are looking to shift to “human experience” messaging versus traditional “energy savings achieved” 

Some customers recognised as ‘prosumers’, they are managing their consumption and in some cases, they live off the grid entirely. 

Customer Trends

General Market Overview

Diversify generation portfolios: the utilities will continue to diversify 

generation portfolios and decrease reliance on fossil fuels thought the 

Trump administration is causing some uncertainty.

Digitalised business models: Due to ageing infrastructure and 

adoption of digital approaches to managing the grid, energy utilities are 

fundamentally changing their business models. 

Pilot transformation programs: California is leading the way and 

New York is running pilot programs to help consumers make more 

informed energy choices, develop new energy products and services, 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase renewable generation.

Regulatory Situation, Unregulated Revenue Streams

Regulatory Situation:

The US has a very mixed regulatory environment (from deregulated to 

Public Utilities Commissions (PUCs)), that differs across state and 

municipal lines.  Utility companies are bound by the regulatory 

environment within which they operate.  In many cases, regulators are 

struggling to keep up with the technological and other industry 

changes taking place. Key issues for PUCs around the country include 

ways to reform ratemaking and align utility revenue models with 

distributed energy resources (DER) deployment and how utilities can 

value and source DER needed by utilities.

Unregulated Revenue Streams
• Utilities are evaluating various operating model structures which also 

provide options for unregulated revenue streams,

• Green pricing programs are involved where customers opt in to pay 

premium to receive renewable energy generation.

• Smart devices in the home are becoming popular.  Utility companies 

are harnessing this in different ways.
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Australia – Facing with demanding customers 

and technology transformation (1/2)  

Biography

Julian Challingsworth
Industry Lead - Energy & Utilities Sector, Litmus Group a Division of PPB Advisory

• Julian is an experienced executive who has provided leadership to clients in the Energy & Utilities sectors for over 15 

years. 

• Julian has an in-depth understanding of the challenges the industry faces in dealing with transformation primarily driven 

by technological change, increased customer demands and a changing regulatory environment.

• Julian provides practical advice based on a deep research base, significant intellectual property and a thorough 

understanding of regulatory and non-regulatory issues affecting client’s decision making.

Litmus Group

Litmus Group is a division of PPB Advisory and a management consulting firm focussed on strategy execution to improve the 

enterprise value of its clients. PPB Advisory is a leading advisory firm that is focussed on helping organisations navigate 

critical and complex issues, improve their performance and realise their strategic goals. From complex business problems 

involving multiple stakeholders to an individual’s business challenges, Litmus Group is trusted by clients to deliver success ful

outcomes skilfully and sensitively.

As utilities continue to adapt to the change in costs and complexities of maintaining their assets, several less traditional challenges are 

taking centre stage such as:

• An increase in cyber security threats and the risk to IT systems and an increasing number of innovative competitors

• More demanding consumers and growing popularity of consumer moving off the grid which could impact grid stability

• Renewable energy, linked to distributed energy systems and battery storage, is likely to be the game-changer

Business Challenges
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Australia – Facing with demanding customers 

and technology transformation (2/2) 

Customers pursue cheap and reliable source of energy and gradually adopt new technology

• Customers are on a bell curve where in one end there are consumers who are early adopters of renewable energy and in the other are consumers 

who are not interested about renewable sources.

• Most consumer in Australia are in the centre, who are after the cheapest and more reliable source of energy.

• More customers are moving towards adopting the new technologies and exploring for new ways to get reliable energy off-grid.

Customers are looking to take control over their energy supply and demand

• This is likely to become much more widespread given the advancement of technology and the affordability and accessibility of storage batteries.

• In Queensland there has been a rapid advancement towards renewable energy, in particular, solar energy which continues to power the transition 

from “the Sunshine State to the Solar State.” The transition is mainly driven by the state government.

Customer Trends

General Market Overview

Full industry transformation: Increasing electricity prices and the 

customers are more vocal.  There is a significant absence of 

communication between the electricity companies and their customers.

Seeking for new strategy: To face fast-changing consumer 

behaviours, a new strategy for the future is needed. It enables 

companies withstand continuous change, creates all links in the value 

chain and how they interact are considered.

New utility model: Operates in the customer-facing elements of the 

value chain and deals with new technologies and new business models. 

We are now seeing this trend reflected in the capital markets with some 

recent Mergers and Acquisitions within the Australian market.

Regulatory Situation, Unregulated Revenue Streams

Regulatory Situation:

Regulated distribution and transmission businesses must periodically 

submit revenue proposals, together with a proposed pricing 

methodology and negotiating framework, to the Australian Energy 

Regulator (AER). The AER’s regulatory approach involves determining 

a revenue cap. The AER applies a building block model to determine 

the revenue that a transmission business needs to cover its efficient 

costs and a commercial return to the business.

Unregulated Revenue Streams:

• Building network infrastructure outside of a Network Service 

Provider’s (NSPs) jurisdiction

• Providing operations and maintenance services and other 

competitive network services such as metering 

• Selling solar and battery solutions direct to customers

• Provide services in industries such as telecommunications


